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Introduction 

BI360 is a leading web-based Corporate Performance Management (CPM) suite made up of 

budgeting, reporting, dashboards, and data warehousing modules, delivered through a web 

portal. BI360, offered for cloud and on-premise deployment, represents the next generation of 

CPM solutions. BI360 empowers business users with modern features including innovative use of 

Excel in the model design process. End users have anytime, anywhere access from a modern Web 

Portal and Mobile Apps. 

 
The features that differentiate BI360 the most from other CPM applications are: 

1. Available both for cloud and on-premise deployment. 
2. Third generation Excel add-in for simple or complex reporting and budgeting template 

design. 

3. Modern Excel, Web and Mobile end-user front-ends for easy access to information and 

powerful collaboration. 

4. Pre-Configured and extensible “smart” data warehouse. 

5. Deployed as individual modules or as a comprehensive CPM Suite with a single 

security model and deployment. 

https://www.solverglobal.com/products/industries/distribution-reporting-and-budgeting-and-dashboards
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Architecture Overview 

Below, you can see a simplified architecture with all of the BI360 modules. The Reporting, 

Budgeting and Dashboard modules can run live on a number of different ERP systems as well 

as the BI360 Data Warehouse. 

 

 
Note: For more detailed information about BI360, please email info@solverglobal.com and request the 

document: ”BI360 White Paper – Overview of the BI360 Suite.” You can also learn more about BI360 for 

Distribution Companies here. 

mailto:info@solverglobal.com
https://www.solverglobal.com/products/industries/distribution-reporting-and-budgeting-and-dashboards
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DST02 – Executive Dashboard 

This is an example of a distribution dashboard for executives. It shows the use of the BI360 Data 

Warehouse to combine numerous important data sources and, on a single dashboard, presents 

whatever a company determines as the most essential information to an executive. In this 

sample dashboard, the following information is included: 

• Inventory turnover rate by distribution center 

• Inventory turnover rate trend 

• Top customers by sales $ 

• Top products by sales $ 
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DST03 – Product Sales Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on Sales from a Product standpoint. The following information 

is included: 

• Product Sales 

• Products – Gross Margin 

• Products – Sales vs Gross Margin $ 

• Revenue Trend 

• Gross Margin $ Trend 

• Sales by Top 5 Customer 
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DST04 – Sales Manager Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on sales performance from a sales manager standpoint. The 

Sales Manager table in the top left corner can also be used as a filter.  When a person is 

selected from the list, several of the other components in the dashboard will then automatically 

filter on that person. The following information is included: 

• Sales by Sales Manager 

• Products – Gross Margin 

• Products – Actual vs Budget 

• Revenue Trend 

• AR by Top 5 Customer 

• Sales by Top 5 Customer 
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DST05 – Customer Sales Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on sales from a customer standpoint. The Customer sales table 

in the top left corner can also be used as a filter.  When a customer is selected from the list, 

several of the other components in the dashboard will then automatically filter on that 

company. The following information is included: 

• Sales by Location 

• Gross Margin $ 

• Products – Actual vs Budget 

• Sales Trend 

• AR by Top 5 Customer 

• Sales by Top 5 Customer 
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DST06 – Customer Rating Dashboard 

 
This dashboard example focuses on customers and ranks them based on six various criteria, 

included a combined rating of all the criteria. The purpose of this customer rating is to give sales 

and customer service teams a powerful decision-making tool to decide on service levels, 

whether to keep customers or not, which customers are most valuable, etc.   

Both the Customer charts on the left in the dashboard can also be used as a filter and when a 

customer is selected from the list, the five charts on the right side of the dashboard will then 

automatically filter on that company. The following information is included: 

• Top 20 Customers based on a combined, weighted rating 

• Bottom 20 Customers based on a combined, weighted rating 

• Customer purchase amount – Twelve month trend 

• Customer AR Aging – Twelve month trend 

• Customer Gross Margin – Twelve month trend 

• Customer Orders per Month – Twelve month trend 
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DST07 – Distribution Center Dashboard– Inventory Item Comparison 

This dashboard example focuses on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for Inventory Items 

(products) in Distribution Centers. Period and Distribution can be chosen in the filters in the top 

right corner. Distribution center can also be selected in the table on the right side of the 

dashboard and will filter all the charts when selected. 

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

• Inventory Turnover Rate 

• Back Order Rate % 

• Order Cycle Time Hours 

• Quantity on Hand 

• Order Picking Accuracy 

• Rate of Return % 

• Inventory Carrying Cost % 

• Inventory Value 
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DST08 – Distribution Center Dashboard– Location Comparison 

This dashboard example focuses on comparing different distribution centers based on Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) for Inventory Items (products) they carry. Period and Item can be 

chosen in the filters in the top right corner. Items can also be selected in the table on the right 

side of the dashboard and will filter all the charts when selected. 

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

• Inventory Turnover Rate 

• Back Order Rate % 

• Order Cycle Time Hours 

• Quantity on Hand 

• Order Picking Accuracy 

• Rate of Return % 

• Inventory Carrying Cost % 

• Inventory Value 
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DST09 – Distribution Center Dashboard – Trend Analysis 

This dashboard example provides trend analysis for selected Distribution Centers and Inventory 

Items based on a number of popular Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Period, Distribution 

Center and Item can be chosen in the filters in the top right corner. Distribution Center and Item 

can also easily be selected in the two tables on the left side of the dashboard and will filter all 

the charts when selected. 

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

• Inventory Turnover Rate 

• Back Order Rate % 

• Order Cycle Time Hours 

• Quantity on Hand 

• Order Picking Accuracy 

• Rate of Return % 

• Inventory Carrying Cost % 

• Inventory Value 
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DST10 – Supplier Metrics Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on Suppliers and a number of related Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs). Period, Item and Supplier can be chosen in the filters in the top right corner. 

Supplier and Item can also easily be selected in the two tables on the left side of the dashboard 

and will filter all the charts when selected. 

The following reports and KPI information are included in this example: 

• Cost per Drop 

• Back Order Rate % 

• Length of Transit Hours 

• Production Time 

• Perfect Order Rate 

• Purchase Trend 

• Top Items 

• Top Suppliers 
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DST11 – Supplier Rating Dashboard 

This dashboard example focuses on Suppliers and ranks them based on four different criteria. 

The purpose of this supplier rating is to give purchase managers and QA (quality assurance) 

teams a powerful decision-making tool to help negotiate supplier terms, whether to keep 

certain suppliers or not, which supplier partnerships are most valuable, etc. 

The following information is included in the example: 

• Truck Turnaround Time 

• Transit Time – Hours 

• Average Revenue per Hour 

• Average Revenue per Mile 

• Percent Truckload Capacity Utilized 

• Ontime Pickup 
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DST12 – Transportation Dashboard – Carrier Comparison 

This dashboard example focuses on comparing different Transportation Carriers based on six 

different logistics Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Period and Distribution Center can be 

chosen in the filters in the top right corner. 

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

• Truck Turnaround Time 

• Transit Time – Hours 

• Average Revenue per Hour 

• Average Revenue per Mile 

• Percent Truckload Capacity Utilized 

• Ontime Pickup 
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DST13 – Transportation Dashboard – Carrier Trend 

This dashboard example provides trend analysis for selected Transportation Carriers based on a 

number of popular Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Distribution Center, Carrier and Period 

can be chosen in the filters in the top right corner. Carrier can also easily be selected in the table 

on the right side of the dashboard and will filter all the charts when selected. 

The following KPI information is included in this example: 

• Truck Turnaround Time 

• Transit Time Hours 

• Average Revenue per Hour 

• Average Revenue per Mile – Trend 

• % Truckload Capacity Utilized 

• On Time Pickup % 
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DST14 – Sales by Customer Report 

This is a BI360 report example, and it shows sales by customer and Item class. Customers are 

listed down the rows, grouped by Region, while Item Class is listed across the columns. The 

images shows the capability to include pictures within BI360 reports. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST15 – Sales by Product Class 

This is a BI360 report example, and it shows sales by product class. Items are listed down the 

rows, grouped by Periods across the columns. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST16 – Inventory Report 

This is a BI360 report example, and it shows Inventory value, Quantity on Hand and other 

metrics by Distribution Center and Inventory Item. 

In the Customer Orders column, the report example was designed with a drill down that allows 

the end user to drill across to the customer orders for that Distribution Center/Item/Period to 

see details, such as exactly which orders have been placed and from which customers. 

In addition, business rules were set up in the report that automatically flags (in Red color) 

Inventory Items that are outside of the set Min/Max levels. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST20 – Profit and Loss Report 

This BI360 report example shows a formatted Profit & Loss Report. BI360’s flexible report 

designer can design virtually any financial statement.  The example below includes charts and 

key figures in large fonts to draw the reader’s attention to the most important information in 

the report. Users can drill down to analyze the details behind the numbers. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST21 – PL – Consolidation Report 

This BI360 report example shows a formatted, consolidated Profit & Loss Report. BI360’s flexible 

report designer can design virtually any financial statement.  . The example below 

shows some of the financial consolidation capabilities of BI360. Other features not shown below 

include currency conversion, eliminations, adjustments, etc. 

The report example also includes charts for some of the key figures to draw the reader’s 

attention to the most important information in the report. Users can drill down to analyze the 

details behind the numbers. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST22 – Balance Sheet Report 

This BI360 report example shows a formatted Balance Sheet Report. BI360’s flexible report 

designer can design virtually any financial statement. The example below includes charts for key 

figures in order to draw the reader’s attention to the most important information in the report. 

Users can drill down to analyze the details behind the numbers. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, any distribution center, any item, etc.  In addition, the report can be run and published 

by email, or run on-demand in Excel, in the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST23 – Cash Flow Report 

This BI360 report example shows a formatted Cash Flow Report. BI360’s flexible report designer 
can design virtually any financial statement. Users can drill down to analyze the details behind the 
numbers. 
As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST24 – Accounts Payable Report 

This BI360 report example shows a detailed Accounts Payable (AP) Report. BI360’s flexible 

report designer can design virtually any financial statement. Users can drill down to analyze the 

details behind the numbers. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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DST25 – Accounts Receivables Report 

This BI360 report example shows a detailed Accounts Payable (AP) ReportBI360’s flexible report 

designer can design virtually any financial statement. Users can drill down to analyze the details 

behind the numbers. 

As with all BI360 Reports and Dashboards, filters can be used to run the report for any time-

period, customer, item, etc. In addition, the report can be run and published by email, or run 

on-demand in Excel, the Web Portal or on a Mobile device. 
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Appendix - Acronyms 

 
KPI – Key Performance Indicators 

QA – Quality Assurance 

AP – Accounts Payable 
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